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OCTOBER

1 DEADLINES

PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU ARE PREPARED FOR THE OCTOBER 1 DEADLINES IN NEW LEGISLATIVE
REQUIREMENTS:
SMOKE AND CARBON MONOXIDE REGULATIONS
RETALIATORY EVICTION

THE SMOKE AND CARBON MONOXIDE (ENGLAND) REGULATIONS
Landlords are reminded of this new legislation which
comes into force on 1st October 2015.
There has previously been no legislation requiring
landlords of properties let to single family units to have
smoke alarms.
These properties will now be subject to the new
legislation, meaning smoke alarms will need to be
installed by October. You will need to ensure that you
have a minimum of a smoke detector on each floor of
the property.
I would advise that mains powered interlinked
detectors should be considered and installed in
accordance with BS 5859 Part 6 Grade D.
Many landlords of properties (particularly those built
after 1992) may find that they already have adequate
provision due to building regulation requirements at the
time of construction.
In addition there is a requirement to install a Carbon
Monoxide Detector in risk rooms. Whilst the legislation
particularly mentions solid fuelled appliances, I would
recommend that a Carbon Monoxide Detector be

2015

installed where any fossil fuelled appliance is in use
and so this would include oil and gas fired boilers, open
fires and wood burners.
All detectors should be tested by the Landlord at the
start of a new tenancy.
The new legislation is being enforced by Cornwall
Council’s Private Sector Housing Team. Any queries or
concerns should be raised with them. Tel 03001234
100(ask for Martin Dymond).
Alternatively give me a call.
Jeff Hick
Fire Safety Advisor
www.firesafetycornwall.com

Please remember that Jeff Hick will give
CRLA members FREE advice on any
fire safety issue
Tel: 01872 277256
Email: jeffhick@hotmail.com

RETALIATORY EVICTION
CHANGE TO SERVICE OF SECTION 21 NOTICE
Please be prepared for the changes introduced through
the Deregulation Act passed earlier this year.
Start of Tenancy
From 1 October you will need to add yet another
document to the heap you give to tenants at the
beginning of a tenancy, a DCLG Booklet on “How to
rent” (Can be found on the CRLA website in the
Public Area under Download Free Resources). The
most up-to-date version must be supplied in every case
so please check before every tenancy that you are
giving the correct edition. If the tenant is in agreement
this booklet can be provided by email to the tenant.
Whether you give the tenant a hard copy of an emailed
version remember to get a receipt and keep it with all
other documentation relating to that tenancy (the
receipt should list ALL documentation provided by
you).
If the landlord does not provide all necessary
information to the tenant then the tenant does not need
to give the landlord 28 days notice before leaving the
property and surrendering the tenancy.

Serving Section 21 Notice
From 1 October 2015 for new tenancies
From 1 October 2018 for all tenancies
 Can not be served for first four months of the date
of the tenancy agreement (assuming six month
AST) - this may mean a change to how you
operate so please do not work on ‘automatic pilot’.
Statutory periodic tenancies are by definition past
that deadline so will not be affected.
 Can not be served for six months following notice
from council after HHSRS inspection
 Can not be served within six months of suspended
HHSRS inspection
 If tenant moves out and new tenant moves in the
six month period following HHSRS inspection the
period when a Section 21 Notice cannot be served
continues for the new tenancy.
 Where the section 21 notice was required to be 2
months, court proceedings for possession may not
(Continued on page 5)
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be begun after the end of six months from the date
on which the notice was given.
If the notice was required to be greater than 2
months under 21(4)(b) (where the rent is quarterly
or six monthly for example), proceedings for
possession must not be begun after the end of four
months from the date given in the notice
for expiry (the date possession is required under the
notice).
Section 21 Notice expires after six months

What To Do If A Tenant Complains (or even just
comment on an issue)
If a tenant complains it should be in writing but do not
rely on this.
ALL RESPONSES from you as a landlord or letting
agent must be in writing. Possibly acceptable as an
email but do not rely on text messages, discussions with
your tenant or messages left on an answering machine
 Keep a record of ALL complaints
 Reply to the tenant (in writing)
 Agree with the tenant any works that are required
Carry out the works within fourteen days or provide

in writing, a description of the action that the you
propose to take to address the complaint, and set out
a reasonable timescale within which that action will
be taken – remember this must be in writing
The response to the tenant MUST be within fourteen
days – failure to reply within that time could
invalidate any Section 21 Notice served.
Ruth Clarke
Some of the wording in the regulations appears to be
poorly worded. This has been raised by various
landlord associations and it is possible that
clarification will be provided later this month.
As soon as any clarification is available it will be
posted onto the website and will appear in next
month’s newsletter

Copy of The New Section 21 Form is
available on the CRLA website. A copy is
enclosed with this newsletter.
PLEASE do not use any Section 21 forms
you may already have in your possession.

SMOKE AND CARBON MONOXIDE ALARMS—KEY QUESTIONS
Q: What do the regulations require?
The draft regulations are currently awaiting
Parliamentary approval. If they are approved then, from
1 October 2015, private rented sector landlords will be
required to have smoke alarms installed on every floor
of their property and carbon monoxide alarms in rooms
where solid fuel is used. Landlords will be required to
test all the alarms at the start of every new tenancy to
make sure they are working.
Q: Do the regulations apply to existing tenancies?
Yes, if approved, the regulations require private sector
landlords to have installed all the alarms required from
1October 2015.
Q: What types of tenancy will be affected?
The regulations apply to any tenancy, lease or licence of
residential premises in England that gives somebody the
right to occupy all or part of the premises as their only
or main residence in return for rent. There are some
exemptions (such as for long leases) – more information
is given in the Schedule to the draft regulations:
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/
ukdsi/2015/9780111133439/contents
Q: Are houses in multiple occupation (HMOs)
exempt?
Parts 1 to 5 of the regulations do not apply to landlords
of licensed HMOs. However, similar requirements will
be imposed through the HMO licensing regime. The
regulations, if approved, will change Schedule 4 to the

Housing Act 2004 to require landlords of HMOs to have
a smoke alarm installed on every floor of their property
and a carbon monoxide alarm in rooms where solid fuel
is used. The landlord must ensure that all the alarms are
kept in proper working order.
Q: What type of alarm should I install?
The regulations do not stipulate the type of alarm (hard
wired or battery powered) to be installed. Landlords
should make an informed decision and choose the best
alarm for their property and tenants. All smoke alarms
on sale in the UK must have CE marking under the
European Constructions Products Regulation.
Q: Am I required to install a CO alarm in rooms
with gas appliances?
No, under the new proposals carbon monoxide alarms
would only be required in rooms containing a solid fuel
burning appliance (rooms containing a coal fire, log
burning stove, etc.). However, as gas appliances do emit
carbon monoxide, reputable landlords will install
working carbon monoxide alarms in addition to
obtaining the annual gas safety certificate for each
appliance.
Q: Do the regulations apply to social housing
landlords?
No, at present private rented sector properties have
fewer alarms installed than other housing – these
regulations are designed to remedy this position.
(Continued on page 6)
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Registered providers of social housing are therefore
exempt from the regulations but reputable landlords
will have installed at least the number of alarms
specified in the regulations and probably more.
Q: I will need a new alarm – how do I get a free
one?
The Government has provided grant funding to local
fire and rescue authorities to purchase around 445,000
smoke and 40,000 carbon monoxide alarms. Please
contact your local fire and rescue service to find out
how they will be distributing their allocation in your
area.
Q: When will these provisions come into force?
If Parliament approves the regulations, they will come

into force on 1 October 2015.
Q: How will the regulations be enforced?
Your local housing authority is responsible for
enforcing the regulations. They can issue a remedial
notice requiring a landlord to fit the alarms. If the
landlord fails to comply with the notice, the local
housing authority can arrange for alarms to be fitted
and can levy a civil penalty charge on the landlord of
up to £5000.
From BPF

Please remember to contact Jeff Hick
with your queries

YET MORE NEW BENEFITS FOR CRLA MEMBERS
Guy Foreman Electrics ar e offer ing CRLA
members a 5% discount on their standard price list
Tel: 01326 241773 or 07736308299
Email: guyforeman.sparky@btinternet.com
Please contact Guy Foreman direct to talk about other
areas in Cornwall.
Guy Foreman Electrics aims to provide a friendly,
professional and reliable service. Whether you require
a rewire or new build or just an extra electrical
socket. No job is too small. For the domestic
household customer peace of mind knowing I am on
the Registered Competent Persons scheme and all work
is part “P” compliant and will be tested and certified as
required. Work includes carrying out Electrical
Installation Condition Reports and PAT testing for
home owners, landlords, small business and
community venues.

Four Seasons Painting and Decorating
Are offering discounts to CRLA members (remember
to quote your membership number)
Tel 07486 431251
Email 4seasonsdecorators@gmail.com
For all of your Decorating needs, interior or exterior
We offer a friendly, reliable and professional service
with free quotes and advice.
l work evenings and weekends if you need to re-let
your property quickly.
Cornish Energy Legionella Assessments
Landlords need to be aware of the risks of Legionella
and inform their tenants on how to avoid this disease.
You need to prepare a Legionella Risk Assessment.
James Tyas will give a discount on his usual fees for
this service.
Tel: 01326 563910

UNIVERSAL CREDIT—WITHDRAWING ENTITLEMENT TO HOUSING
ELEMENT FROM 18-21 YEAR OLDS
RLA trainer, and housing benefits expert Bill Irvine,
returns with his Universal Credit column for private
landlords housing benefit tenants. The change in
benefit for 18-21 year olds is set to come in from April
2017, but landlords with tenants on benefits should be
aware of potential impacts. Read on for more details:
As I’m sure you’re already aware, the Government has,
on a number of occasions, flagged up the likelihood of
Housing Benefit entitlement being withdrawn from the
majority of 18-21 year olds from April 2017.
The House of Commons library has just produced a
briefing, which can be downloaded here, which
provides evidence on the potential impact of
withdrawal and provides comment from organisations
and professionals working with young homeless

people.
The report refers to:
“As part of the Summer Budget 2015 the Chancellor
formally announced the removal of entitlement to the
housing element of Universal Credit (currently Housing
Benefit) from young people aged 18-21, with some
exceptions, from April 2017. It is expected that this
measure will be implemented by regulations. The stated
rationale is to “ensure young people in the benefits
system face the same choices as young people who
work and who may not be able to afford to leave
home.” The measure is forecast to save £40m by
2020/21.
A related Budget announcement set out plans to
introduce a Youth Obligation for 18 to 21 year olds on
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UNIVERSAL CREDIT—WITHDRAWING ENTITLEMENT TO HOUSING
ELEMENT FROM 18-21 YEAR OLDS
Universal Credit from April 2017. Young people will be
expected to participate in an “intensive regime of
support from day 1 of their benefit claim, and after 6
months they will be expected to apply for an
apprenticeship or traineeship, gain work-based skills, or
go on a mandatory work placement.”
It suggests certain categories of young people will be
exempt from the removal of Housing Benefit, including
 Vulnerable young people;
 Single parents;
 Young people who may not be able to return home,
due to estrangement;
 Those who have a disability which prevents or
restricts their work capability
 Those who have been in work for 6 months prior to

making a claim.
We will have to wait until the legislation is produced to
establish the full extent of the exemptions but the above
-mentioned examples should provide at least an insight
into those most likely to be protected. There may also
be some element of transitional protection for those
already claiming Housing Benefit at the point of this
proposed change.
Organisations such as Shelter, Crisis and Centrepoint
welcomed the limitation of the impact to 18-21 year
olds, as opposed to the wider age group of 16-24 year
olds, but are still actively lobbying against the removal
what they describe as an “essential safety net” which
can offer a lifeline to young people faced with
homelessness.
From RLA

2016 MEETINGS
Members are asked to contact me with their suggestions
for speakers for the 2016 meetings.
What issues are worrying you? Please let me know and

I will try to find a speaker to help/inform.
Ruth Clarke

GAS SAFETY
Gas Safety Week is week commencing 14 September.
Please share these tips from Gas Safe Register with your
family, friends and tenants:
 Only use a Gas Safe registered engineer to fit, fix
and service your appliances. You can find and
check an engineer at GasSafeRegister.co.uk or call
0800 408 5500.
 Check your engineer’s Gas Safe Register ID
card. Make sur e they ar e qualified for the wor k
you need doing. You can find this information on
the back of the card.
 Have all your gas appliances regularly serviced
and safety checked every year If
you rent your home ask for a copy
of the landlord’s current gas safety
record.
 Check for warning signs your
appliances
aren’t
working
correctly e.g. lazy yellow flames
instead of crisp blue ones, black
marks on or around the appliance
and too much condensation in the
room.
 Know the six signs of carbon
monoxide (CO) poisoning –
headaches, dizziness, breathlessness,
nausea, collapse and loss of





consciousness. Unsafe gas appliances can put you at
risk of CO poisoning, gas leaks, fires and
explosions.
Check gas appliances for warning signs that they
are not working properly e.g. lazy yellow flames
instead of crisp blue ones, black marks or stains on
or around the appliance and too much condensation
in the room.
Fit an audible carbon monoxide alarm. This will
alert you if there is carbon monoxide in your home.
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FIRE DOOR SAFETY WEEK
The CRLA is supporting Fire Door Safety Week,
week commencing 14 September.
A door’s a door’s a door, right? No, a fire door is an
engineered safety device.
Fire doors are a crucial part of the passive fire
protection of every commercial, public and multiple
occupancy building. They save lives and property.
There are about 3 million new fire doors bought and
installed every year in the UK, the vast majority made
from timber. Fire doors are often the first line of
defence in a fire and their correct specification,
maintenance and management can be the difference
between
life
and
death
for
building
occupants. However, they remain a significant area
of neglect, often the first thing to be downgraded on
a specification and mismanaged throughout their
service life, propped open, damaged and badly
maintained.
Consequently, we have created Fire Door Safety Week:



To raise awareness of the critical role of fire
doors, dr awing attention to specific issues such
as poor installation and maintenance.
 To encourage building owners and users to check
the operation and condition of their fire
doors and to report those that aren’t satisfactory.
 To link together the initiatives of many
organisations with common interests in the fire
door and passive fire protection industries.
 To engage and educate people, helping the whole
building industry and every property owner to
understand the correct specification, supply,
installation, operation, inspection and maintenance
of fire doors.
Supported by a wide range of organisations, Fire Door
Safety Week is the brainchild of the British
Woodworking Federation, BWF-CERTIFIRE Scheme
and Fire Door Inspection Scheme (FDIS).

DEPOSIT DEDUCTIONS—WHAT YOU CAN AND CAN’T
CLAIM FOR
When renting out a property, most landlords choose to
take a deposit from their tenant prior to the tenancy
starting. The deposit gives a level of protection to
landlords and means that should the tenant breach the
terms of the Tenancy Agreement (like causing damage
or not paying rent) then you can make appropriate
deductions from the deposit.
Our latest guide Rules of Claiming for Deposit
Deductions has been written by mydeposits Head
Adjudicator Suzy Hershman based on her unrivalled
experience in dealing with deposit disputes and from
carrying out adjudication workshops:
“I’ve resolved deposit disputes for over 7 years and the
same reasons for deductions come up time and time
again. I wanted to write this guide to highlight common
reasons for disputes and offer some tips to help with
negotiation at any stage during the tenancy and to
prevent issues becoming a formal dispute at the end of
the tenancy.”
What you can claim for
The circumstances where all or part of the deposit may
be retained should be clearly explained in the Tenancy
Agreement which is signed by both you and the tenant
at the start of the tenancy. Our guide on what to include
in your Tenancy Agreement gives details on the areas
to be considered, but in a broad sense you can claim
for:
 Outstanding rent
 General Maintenance
 Repairs required to the property beyond what is
deemed to be fair wear and tear
What you can’t claim for

Remember, the deposit is the tenant’s money and in the
event of a dispute, there are certain things you can’t
claim for:
 More than the deposit amount: The Scheme’s
remit is limited to the protected amount. If you
want to claim for more than the deposit value then

It’s a Killer
If you own or manage properties you need to be
aware that the Health and Safety Executive has
recently updated legislation regarding control of
Legionnaires’ disease.

Get a Legionella Risk Assessment.
Call James Tyas
01326 563910
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DEPOSIT DEDUCTIONS—WHAT YOU CAN AND CAN’T
CLAIM FOR
you would have to pursue the tenant through the
Court system.
 Costs related to the preparation of a dispute: It’s
not possible to claim for any time you spend
gathering and submitting evidence to the dispute
process.
 Betterment: You can only claim for an amount that
would put the property back in the same, and not
better condition than it was originally.
 Fair wear and tear: Your calculations must take
into account the length of the tenancy, the age and
quality of items/areas, its condition at the start and
the number and type of occupants.
Understanding what you can and can’t claim for will
help if a dispute does occur and should help you to feel

more assured when calculating any necessary
deductions from the deposit.
For example, it’s up to you as the landlord or agent to
prove that there is a valid reason for a carpet clean
because of a wine stain by providing evidence such as
photographs, cleaning receipts and quotes to prove that
your claim(s) are fair and proportionate.
Our latest guide not only goes into more detail about
what you can and can’t claim for, but also looks at some
of the most common dispute issues and top tips when
claiming, some of the common pitfalls landlords make
when lodging claims, and provides a quick run-down on
the evidence which can support your claim.
From DPS

MINUTES OF CRLA AGM
1 SEPTEMBER 2015
1. Chairman’s Report
As usual, this report is a combination of the Chairman’s
Report and the Facilitator’s Report as the two aspects
run together.
As always I would like to thank the directors and other
members for your help and support throughout the year.
There are too many people to mention individually but
you all know who you are. Members will have noticed
on the list of directors standing for election there are a
few names not listed that you may have expected. I will
explain these when we come to the agenda item re
appointing directors but suffice to say now that your
directors are working hard to find not replacements as
that will be much too difficult for anyone but people to
help the association to continue onwards and upwards.
The past year has seen many challenges for landlords
and thus for the association. Many thanks to those
members who have assisted by telling me of your
problems, where possibly I have tried to help resolve
these but even where I have been unsuccessful the
information provided has given me the information I
need to take to meetings and discussions and many of
those discussions continue in the hopes that eventually
the required result can be achieved. Thanks are also due
to those who have taken the time to plough through the
often very long consultation documents and give input
to the CRLA responses.
New challenges face us all in the coming months with
changes in legislation coming from 1 October. Updates
will continue to be sent by email, through posts on the
CRLA website, FaceBook updates and the monthly
newsletter. Any suggestions for other formats for
keeping everyone updated would be gratefully accepted.
Associations in many fields report that when problems
appear on the horizon they see membership improving,
the CRLA is no exception. The beginning of the year

saw a dip in numbers with members not renewing for a
number of reasons but there has recently been a surge in
the number of landlords applying to join. The majority
of landlords contacting me wanting to join have been
through recommendations from friends who are already
members which is most encouraging.
This report ends as started, by thanking you all for your
hard work, support and guidance.
Ruth Clarke
Acceptance of the Chairman’s Report :
Proposed by Mr Philp
Seconded by Rob Bull
Accepted unanimously
2. To receive and adopt the Company’s annual
accounts for the financial year ended 31
December 2014 together with the last Directors’
report.
Please would the members accept my deepest apology
in not being able to attend today’s AGM and give you
my report in person. I am currently away for a few days
on holiday.
I have prepared the accounts for the year to 31st
December 2014 and have pleasure in reporting that the
CRLA’s finances appear in good shape. This is the first
year that I have taken over fully from the previous
treasurer, and some of the comparative figures from the
year before may be a little distorted dependent on which
costs he posted where, as compared to where I have
posted them, but I will point the main ones out.
Turning my attention firstly to income, subscriptions
appear to have dropped a little, down by £803 from
£18,682 last year to £17,879 this, which is a little
disappointing. I know that efforts are being made to
attract more members, and these efforts need to
continue.
(Continued on page 10)
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However, the income for the CRLA doesn’t rely fully
on membership subscriptions, as substantial income is
derived from commissions and other sources. The main
commission, from insurance brokers, has risen this year
to £12,943, which is good news. But, looking all the
income for the year, a total of £32,363, it is noted that
overall income has dropped a little from £32,904 last, a
drop of £541.
Many of the costs of running the association have
tended to remain fairly constant, the principal being the
administration director’s salary cost of £13,416, which
has remained all but the same since the previous year.
Printing postage and stationery costs have dropped
substantially by £2,454 to £4,819 this year, and I’m not
quite sure why that is. However, as mentioned before, it
could be that I am putting some costs into different
categories than the previous treasurer did in the 2013
accounts.
The other substantial difference in cost pertains to
accountancy fees, which appears to have increased by
some £810 from the previous year, from £1,350 up to
£2,160 this year. However, I wish to reassure members
that I am charging the same rates as your previous
treasurer although I have to add VAT on to my fees,
but the main reason for the increase is that the previous

treasurer was paid his two half yearly retainers, and
then my own fee for undertaking support work and
these accounts has also been accrued. So we should see
things settle down when the following year’s accounts
for 2015 have been completed.
Overall costs have increased a little, from £30,055 in
2013 to £31,527 in this year being reported on.
And in summary the CRLA has made an overall
surplus of income over expenditure for 2014 of £683,
which I hope members will view as good news. It must
be remembered that the CRLA does need to make a
modest profit, but, of course, please do remember that
it is not being run with a view of profit like a normal
commercial organisation, it is being run for the benefit
of its members.
Bank balances as at the end of December 2014 stood at:
Lloyds Current Account

£3,468

Lloyds Deposit Account

£23,138

And the overall financial position of the association is
very healthy for the members. I recommend acceptance
of the figures by the members, and once I know that
everyone is happy and the figures have been approved,
I shall file the abbreviated accounts at Companies
House on my return from my holiday.
In the meantime, if anyone has any questions, I
will be happy if a record can be kept of them, and
I will answer individual members on my return.
Alternatively we can print answers in the next
newsletter.
John Savage
Acceptance of the Treasurer’s Report and
thanks to John Savage for his work on behalf
of the CRLA:
Proposed by Vince Falco
Seconded by Ann Spary
Accepted unanimously
Queries raised related to salary paid to Ruth
Clarke and members asked that the directors
review this payment annually
Acceptance of the Motion:
Proposed by Ann Spary
Seconded by Mr Philp
Accepted unanimously
3.
Re-appointment of Directors
John Poole chaired the meeting for this agenda
item.
Alan Odgers, Colin MacKenzie, Anne Ball,
Claire Taylor, Judith Tresidder, Robert Jones,
Rob Bull, Tony Kent, Annett Osborne, John
Savage, Ruth Clarke were re-elected as directors
of the CRLA
Motion Proposed by Graham Blackler
Seconded by Rob Frost
Accepted unanimously
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Members noted with regret that Martin Follett had
decided not to remain as a director and solicitor to the
CRLA. Everyone present wished him well in the future
and asked that thanks be passed on to him for his help
and support.
4. To appoint any new directors who may be
nominated.
William Jenkin was proposed by Ruth Clarke, seconded
by Rob Bull. Vote to appoint William Jenkin as a
director was unanimous.
5. To approve fees for membership of the
Association
An increase in fees to:
£65 for landlords
£130 for agents
Effective from the date of this AGM
Proposed by Vince Falco
Seconded by Kath Chown
Accepted unanimously
6. British Property Federation report.
Ruth Clarke reported that the British Property
Federation provided invaluable information and support
with the added benefit that now the Residential
Landlords Association is playing a much larger role in
the administration of the British Property Federation
Residential Property Committee meaning we are getting
more contact and support from that body.
Proposal that the CRLA remain members of the
BPF
Proposed by Vince Falco
Seconded by Ron Gibble
Accepted unanimously
7.
Insurance Report
Tony Kent had sent his apologies to the meeting.

Bateman and Boswell continue to support the
Association and members are encouraged to shop
around to ensure they have the best price for the correct
insurance for their properties.
A Padstow company has approached the CRLA wanting
to work with us. The proposal will be considered by the
directors at their next meeting.
Acceptance of the Insurance Report and thanks to
Tony Kent for his work on behalf of the CRLA:
Proposed by Ann Spary
Seconded by John Poole
Accepted unanimously
Peter Chown and Rob Bull both commented that
quotations for renewal of insurance from Bateman had
been higher than expected but reduced on challenging
those figures. Members are asked to remember to
always ensure they have the best price from whichever
company they use.
8.
Any Other Business
 Ruth Clarke reported that the directors are in
discussions with Coodes solicitors with a view to
their taking over the role of solicitor for the CRLA
and providing legal advice. Coodes have indicated
their willingness to provide this service but a further
meeting is needed to ensure continuity of service
from that provided by Martin Follett. Until Coodes
take over this role Martin Follett has kindly
volunteered to continue providing advice to
members.
 Anne Spary and John Poole proposed thanks to
Ruth Clarke for her work for the CRLA. Accepted
unanimously by those present.
Ruth Clarke

NOTES OF GENERAL MEETING
1 SEPTEMBER 2015
The speaker at this meeting was Vince Falco. His talk
was about EPCs and the importance of the forthcoming
2016 and 2018 regulations.
Vince Falco provides EPCs to domestic customers, he
no longer provides commercial EPCs. Vince has
carried out over 5,000 EPCs (over 4million have been
carried out nationwide).
EPCs started out as part of the HIPS pack which was
abolished by Grant Schapps. The EPC was not
abolished as it was required to comply with EU
legislation.
The EPC was introduced as a cost efficient way of
assessing the energy efficiency of a property. A full
SAP (Standard Assessment Procedure) report was
deemed to be too expensive and the Building Research
Establishment devised the rdSAP (reduced rate SAP) as
a simplistic way of getting stock data of homes.

The Coldman survey of domestic properties provided
the following figures:
19.2% of the population spend more than 10% of their
annual income keeping warm.
6.9% , on average, of the total spend of households is on
energy
15.9% of the fabric of homes allow in the climate
(water, air etc).
The above figures are based on comfort levels common
across Europe and include where cooling is required in
hotter climes.
The trial for EPCs started in late 2007 and became a
requirement in 2008.
For roughly the first four years energy assessors and
landlords queried what was the point of these
regulations but they slowly came round as the EPC
(Continued on page 12)
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became a basis for funding for rhi and fit incentives.
The law states that letting agents must show page one
of the EPC and a copy must be made available for
tenants or potential tenants. Anyone can actually
obtain a copy of an EPC for almost any property
through the EPC register so long as the post code is
known.
(https://www.epcregister.com/
reportSearchAddressTerms.html?
redirect=reportSearchAddressByPostcode)
Page three of the register shows any recommended
measures. These measures are often used as a
bargaining tool on the purchase price of a property.
2016 a tenant can ask for measures to be undertaken to
improve the energy efficiency of a property. These
requests may not be unreasonably refused.
2018 properties may not be rented out on a new
agreement unless the EPC is a minimum of E. There
are exceptions to this for example for listed buildings
(anyone can apply to have a property listed but there
are set criteria to be met and these are likely to become
more stringent) or where a tenant refuses permission to
have works undertaken. Depending on the political
climate this may eventually include ALL tenancies.
(This does not apply to social landlords.)
Enforcement of the requirement for EPCs and the
measures for the above dates will be by Trading
Standards Officers.
£9billion has been invested in renewables through feed
in tariff and renewable heat incentive payments. To
obtain the full tariff a property must reach at least D on
the EPC, if the tariff is E the funding is halved on the
argument that the property is haemorrhaging too much
heat.
When an assessor visits a property he or she must not
touch anything to assess what has been done,

everything is done on what the assessor can see and
what the property owner can prove. For example an
assessor cannot take a socket off of the wall to see what
insulation is in place, if the property owner takes the
socket off the assessor can see and can therefore take
the insulation into account on the EPC calculation.
This shows the importance of keeping evidence of what
has been done and at what standard. If you have
underfloor heating and insulation then keep a
photograph showing exactly what was done including
depth of insulation, the same for insulation in walls and
ceilings/roof spaces and keep certificates supplied for
any works. Remember to date any photographs using
the data function on the camera and use a tape measure
in the photograph to show depth of insulation for
example.
Green Deal measures require an EPC AND an
Occupancy Assessment Report. The figures reached
through these two calculations will not be the same and
any Occupancy Assessment Report will not affect the
EPC rating.
For example the EPC assumes that a home is heated
21o for 20 hours each day Monday to Friday and 18o for
20 hours at weekends. The Occupancy Assessment
Report works on the actual temperature and times of
heating as informed by the occupier.
In Cornwall housing statistics show an average EPC
rating of the top end of E. Nationally the average is D.
A new home built to 2010 specifications either on the
gas grid or using an rhi source gets an EPC rating of B
or C if in a rural area with, for example, photovoltaic
panels.
Issues to consider:
 Old boiler systems have to be counted even if not
in use.

Four Seasons Painting and Decorating
Tel 07486 431251

Email 4seasonsdecorators@gmail.com
Established 1983

For all of your Decorating needs, interior or exterior
We offer a friendly, reliable and professional service with free quotes and
advice.
Call or email us to take advantage of a discounted rate for CRLA
members.
l work evenings and weekends if you need to re-let your property
quickly.
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A conservatory with no separation from the house
lowers the EPC, if there are for example double
glazed thermal doors separating the conservatory
from the house then the EPC is not affected.
Open fires can drop the EPC by two points (but
ignored if in a bedroom)
Loft insulation must be fluffy to be truly effective.
If the roof space is floored only 100mm of credited
as it is deemed any insulation will be condensed to
joist depth. If your property is different make sure
you show the assessor and keep photographic
evidence.
Carpeting on floors does not help raise the EPC
rating.
Bottled LPG gets a lower rating than bulk tanks of
LPG.
Portable heaters will only be considered if they are
the only source of heating in a property.
Economy 7 electricity is good but if the off peak
electricity is not used it may be better to change to a
single meter as the cost per unit can be less.
Old style night storage heaters are not effective.
New building specifications will require six inch

space in cavity walls.
 External wall insulation is always more efficient
than internal wall insulation.
 If you have insulated doors keep the plaques on
them, if they are removed then the assessor can only
grade them as uninsulated doors.
Energy assessors have their work audited with every
seven to ten assessments taken to review.
Ruth Clarke

The presentation given by Vince Falco is
on the CRLA website, in the Members
Area under Presentations From CRLA
Meetings Archive
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Many thanks to the members who took the time to
attend this ‘extra’ meeting. I have to admit that I was
surprised at just how many turned out.
The meeting lasted a lot longer than expected, those
who asked about timings I told that I expected the
meeting to finish by 6:30, it actually finished just after
7:30!
Thanks are also due to Chris Smith for coming down
from London to explain Heat Networks to members.
Chris Smith is the Enforcement Team Leader for Heat
Networks in the UK. The National Measurement and
Regulation Office were known as Weight and
Measures, the name changed as more responsibilities
were taken on by the department.
Although Chris’ team are called enforcement he prefers
to see his role as improving compliance in the UK and
where appropriate gives an emphasis on educating those
to whom regulations apply rather than taking
enforcement action.
The Heat Networks regulations came into force on 18
December 2014.
Registration of any property with a potential heat
network liability must be by 31 December 2014,
There are two concepts for Heat Networks
 District Heat Networks—where pipework for
example runs under streets or between buildings to
serve multiple buildings (the rules here are slightly
more robust than those for communal heat

networks) and
Communal Heat Networks—where a boiler serving
one building has multiple customers.
The European Directive covering heat networks is a
‘catch-all’ piece of work which includes smart meters,
government buildings, procurement and heat networks
in the areas covered.
Buildings are not defined in the Directive but the Heat
Networks team take a common sense approach, if the
average person would consider something a building
then it will be for the purposes of enforcement. For
example a house in the middle of a terraced street would
be considered an independent property by the person
living in it, so that is a building. Someone living in a
flat would consider there home to be an apartment in a
block so the team consider the block as the building. If
a residential property does not easily fit into one of
these categories owners are encouraged to use common
sense to decide what category it should fit into and work
with that category, so long as any designation is not
obviously just trying to avoid the regulations it will be
considered valid.
The European Directive mentions multi-apartment and
multi-use . For heat network purposes an apartment
must be self-contained so any accommodation which
includes shared facilities such as cooking or sanitary
facilities is outside of the scope of the heat network


(Continued on page 14)
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regulations.
Good news for:
 Landlords with HMOs which have not been
converted into studio flats
 Landlords of shared houses where at least some of
the facilities are shared.
 Hostel, hotel, guest house and B&B owners
 Landlords who only have electric heating
 Landlords whose tenants have their own utility
connection with the relevant gas or oil company
 Landlords who have fitted air circulatory heating
systems
 Landlords who have properties where there are
multiple inputs for hot water heating, for example
where there is more than one boiler to a property
and the heat for an apartment comes from more
than one of the boilers, perhaps one for the south of
the building and another for the north (just an
example).
 Landlords who genuinely do not know where the
pipes run in their property.
 Landlords who are able to show (if challenged) that
it is not economically viable to administer the extra
billing and associated work. Please be careful on
this one as you will have to repeat the calculation
every four years.
Landlords will be required to complete the registration
form if their property falls within the scope of
potentially being liable for registration, even if, after
careful consideration of costs and technical
requirements, they decide no metering is required.
For a commercial property however tenants must have
individual partitioned space but CAN have shared
facilities such as sanitary facilities.
Any residential or commercial property where the
tenants are responsible for their own heating is outside
of the scope of the regulations, even if the common
areas have heating provided by the landlord.
If a part of a residential property has shared facilities
but there are also self-contained units where the heating
is supplied by the landlord heat meters will be required
for the self-contained units but not for the units with
shared facilities.
Europe and the UK have three ambitions relating to
heat regulation and these are part of the jigsaw which
make up the carbon savings directive. Heat is
responsible for a large amount of the total energy bill of
the UK.
1. To bring down the amount of heat used. Research
shows that if the cost of heat is taken out of the rent
and billed individually then the amount of heat
used drops by around 20% due to behavioural
changes. Tenants no longer have heating on full
blast with windows open to reduce the temperature
when too hot nor do they invite their friends to use

their ‘free’ hot water, for example in the bath. An
extreme example was in a student house where the
students tended to hang their washing in the
bathroom overnight with the shower turned on to
its highest setting all night, so they had freshly
steamed clothes the next day.
2. Reduce fuel poverty. The 20% reduction in the bill
could take people out of fuel poverty.
3. Fuel Independence—electricity is the only fuel
which is not shipped to this country. Oil comes
from the middle east and gas from countries such
as Russia. Heat regulations aim to make the UK
fuel independent through measures such as
renewable heat incentives.
Many members expressed concerns that vulnerable
tenants may decide to turn off heating and sit in the
cold with the associated problems of condensation and
damp and visit the pub for somewhere warm to sit.
Chris assured members that research to date has shown
that this is not the case as the reduction in rent to take
heating out of the cost has been more than offset by the
saving in the cost of heating through behavioural
changes.
The only heating which is required to be measured is
heating which is distributed by the hot water system or
cooling delivered through the cold water system.
Meters cannot be fitted to any other type of heating
system so no meter for electricity, air circulation etc.
Landlords have a duty to install a meter in a flat or
apartment if it is technically and economically viable to
do so. To be technically and economically viable the
test is that the cost of the works, including the
administrative element, would be recouped within ten
years.
Landlords who fit meters are effectively minigenerating companies. The usual requirements for
these companies apply i.e. bills must be prepared and
sent to the customer at least once a year and the terms
of billing must be supplied at least twice a year (this
can be on the landlord’s website or on a bulletin board
in the property if appropriate). The landlord needs to
take a reading of the meter and bill the tenant for the
heat used (some meters will do all of this for you
automatically).
The regulations relating to feasibility are due to be
rewritten with probably release next April. EU have
hired consultants to look at how to calculate feasibility
and economically viable. If a landlord decides now
that a property does not meet the feasibility and
economically viable test they should reconsider the
result when the new test is produced as well as every
fourth year thereafter until such time as technology has
improved sufficient to mean metering is a viable
option.
Meters work by being fitted to the pipework going into
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id=17
 Heat Generated
How many units of gas or oil or whatever other fuel
(not electric) are used each year. Look at your bills
for the last twelve months
 Heat Supplied
How many units do you estimate have been
supplied to the tenants. For example if 10 flats use
the heat generated number and divide by 10.
For those landlords or property owners who deliberately
avoid the meter requirements there is enforcement. The
legislation is criminal so can go to Court or there is the
possibility of a fine without court action although this is
rarely used.
It is estimated that there are 200,000 heat networks in
the UK and there is a requirement that all are registered
by 31 December. Please do not leave registering your
network until the last possible minute, the chances are
that everyone else will be trying then and the website
will crash when you are halfway through meaning you
will have to start again and possibly be late making your
registration. To register go to https://www.gov.uk/
guidance/heat-networks#notifications
The Viability Calculator and Notification Template will
be put onto the CRLA website (watch out for an email
to let you know it is there). The template is likely to
updated in April 2016 and a fresh version will go on the
site then.
Ruth Clarke

The presentation given by Chris Smith is
on the CRLA website, in the Members
Area under Presentations From CRLA
Meetings Archive

Balanced Enforcement Model
Changing Behaviour

the apartment. The heat of the water going in is
measured and then the heat going out. The difference is
deemed to be the heat used.
An alternative is to fit (glue) an electronic meter to each
radiator, the heat from the radiator and the size of the
room are taken into a calculation which is fed to a
central unit to give heat usage. This system is popular
in Germany and some Scandinavian countries but other
countries feel the measurement is unsound.
There are no regulations relating to billing for heat
usage other than the bill must always be based on the
metered usage but if a tenant feels the charge for the
heat supplied is too high he or she can approach Trading
Standards.
The landlord or agent cannot make a profit out of the
billing although an agent can pass on reasonable costs
where the agent is responsible i.e. where the agent is
responsible for all maintenance and other costs of the
property or where the responsibility has been passed to
the agent through other contractual means such as a
requirement to keep the property legal.
The Association of District Energy is writing a Code of
Practice regarding charging for heat which although not
part of the regulations is supported by DECC.
There are organisation who will take on the metering
and billing responsibility for heat meter compliance.
Some meters are Pay As You Go, linked to an App
where the tenant uses the App to buy more heat,
landlord receiving the funds.
Alternatively landlords may decide to take the usual
amount of heat cost as if paid in the rent for eleven
months and then in the twelfth month bill (or credit) for
the actual heat used using the meter reading.
Any meter fitted must be maintained and accurate as
approved by the Measuring Instruments Directive.
From December 2016 any newbuild estate development
must be fitted to a district heat network with heat meters
to each property. From the same date, where a major
renovation covers at least 25% of the cost of the total
value of the insured cost of a property, if on a
communal network then so long as the technical and
economical viability test fits there must be meters fitted.
There is a dedicated team enforcing these regulations
with offices in Bristol, Scotland and London. Priority is
for the first year or so to target large organisations to
ensure the mot benefit is obtained from the regulations.
It is probable that later years will see smaller
organisations targeted.
In the registration process the main areas where people
are having trouble tend to be:
 Heat Capacity
This really wants to know how big is the boiler?
This should be available in the technical
specifications or from the supplier or check out
http://www.ncm-pcdb.org.uk/sap/searchpod.jsp?

Non-directed
Intervention
Directed
Intervention

Sanctioning

Push

Support

Education

Pull
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CENTRAL HEATING FUNDING
Does anyone have a property without central heating
where the tenants are on benefits?
It may be that funding is available for installation of
central heating.

Please contact me so that I can put the appropriate
people at Cornwall Council in touch with you and your
tenant(s).
Ruth Clarke

CORNWALL AND ISLES OF SCILLY SUCCESSFUL IN BID FOR
£1.3MILLION TO PROVIDE CENTRAL HEATING IN HUNDREDS OF HOMES
A partnership, led by Cornwall Council’s Public Health
service and including the Council of Isles of Scilly,
Community Energy Plus, Cornwall Housing, Devon
and Cornwall Housing Group, Coastline Housing,
Guinness Trust, Inclusion Cornwall and SSE, has
welcomed the news that it has successfully bid for £1.3
million from the Department of Energy and Climate
Change (DECC) Central Heating Fund.
The £1.3 million will be added to the £1 million
already pledged by the partnership to install or upgrade
central heating in hundreds of homes in Cornwall and
the Isles of Scilly. Cornwall and Isles of Scilly are in
the top 3 for homes without central heating and both
are above the England average for fuel poverty*. This
funding will help those most in need including those
without access to mains gas and properties which are in
isolated, rural locations or those homes that are on the
edge of a town. The partnership will be concentrating
on installing central heating systems in the 376
households which have been identified as part of the
work carried out by the successful Winter Wellness
project as being fuel poor and which don’t or are
unable to use mains gas as their main source of heating.
Jeremy Rowe, Chair of Cornwall Council’s Health and
Wellbeing Board, said: “It is great to see that Cornwall
Council and its partners, who have been working over
the past four winters to help reduce the risks to
vulnerable people of a cold home, have been successful
in bidding for funding to specifically help provide
central heating. This additional funding will help the
existing partnership support the installation of central
heating systems in fuel poor households who do not or
are unable to use mains gas.”
Neil Donald, Head of SSE Energy Solutions, said:
“SSE is delighted to be working with the Cornwall
Consortium to help deliver this very worthwhile
project. It will make a real difference to the living
conditions of hundreds of residents in Cornwall and
Isles of Scilly.”
Caroline Court, Acting Director of Public Health for
Cornwall Council and Council of the Isles of Scilly,
said: “This is really good news. We were confident
that our bid was strong and this has proved to be the
case. Through the innovative, multiple intervention
approach adopted by the Winter Wellbeing project, we
have been able to co-ordinate the delivery of services
from multiple agencies and gather intelligence to

support our bid.
Council of Isles of Scilly said “The Isles of Scilly have
an extremely high percentage of residents living in
households with no central heating. This very welcome
announcement provides us with an opportunity to
address part of this inequality and continue the good
work we’ve being doing with partners over the past few
years. We recognise the importance of enabling people
to live in warm homes and will strive to support as
many people as possible over the coming months”.
Other partners have also welcomed the news:Mark England – Head of Technical Services, Coastline
Housing said “This is fantastic news for our customers
who will benefit greatly from this initiative. These
monies will provide significant assistance to meeting
our corporate commitment to reduce Fuel Poverty and
financial hardship. The team have worked hard to
jointly secure this much needed funding to improve
heating systems at Coastline Housing and our Partner
organisations.”
Tim Jones, Chief Executive of Community Energy Plus
- “Almost 40% of park homes have high heating costs
due to their use of bottled gas or electric room
heaters. We hope that the beneficiaries will become
ambassadors to help their neighbours understand the
benefits of switching to greener forms of heating”. The
Cornwall-based charity will be co-ordinating the
installation of free air to air heat pumps in residential
park homes as part of the project.
Jonathan Sprague, DCH’s Director of Asset
Management Operations for Cornwall said: “DCH is
delighted to be involved in this exciting opportunity.
The scheme supports DCH’s strong commitment to
putting its customers first and delivering affordable
warmth solutions that are efficient and fully
controllable for residents, particularly those living in
areas without gas mains supply.”
Andrea Gilbert, Inclusion Cornwall Manager said
“Inclusion Cornwall welcomes this opportunity to work
with Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Council’s and SSE,
inadequate heating is a primary barrier holding people
back. Without heating people suffer from poor health
and their life chances diminish. Inclusion Cornwall has
first hand experience of how heating changes lives, we
know that a warm home is essential to support people
towards and into work.”
From Cornwall Council
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SERIOUS DRAFTING ERROR IN RENTED HOUSING REGULATIONS
A major drafting error in Government regulations
affecting the private rented sector risks undermining
confidence in new legislation being applied to the
sector.
The Deregulation Act, passed prior to the General
Election, provides Ministers with the power to introduce
a new standard form for landlords to complete and
provide to a tenant when seeking to regain possession of
a property on a no fault basis, known as a Section 21
notice.
With the form due to become legally binding from the
1st October, the Residential Landlords Association
(RLA) has written to the Housing Minister, Brandon
Lewis MP, to seek a delay following the revelation of a
serious drafting error.
The standard form, as currently drafted, notes that
where a fixed term tenancy ends and then turns into a
rolling or periodic tenancy the Section 21 notice would
only be valid for four months from the date that it is
served on the tenant*.
This contradicts the Deregulation Act, which makes
clear that the required period to regain possession of a
property where a tenancy is a rolling or periodic
tenancy, should instead be four months from the date

the Section 21 notice expires**.
Despite having engaged thoroughly with the
Government on its proposals, the final version of the
standard form, published last week, had not been shown
to the RLA.
The RLA is warning that the drafting exposes landlords
to a legal minefield, and is calling for the
implementation of the plans to be delayed to give more
time to get them right.
RLA policy director, David Smith, said
“The RLA continues to share the Government’s
ambitions to ensure that all landlords understand and
properly implement their legal responsibilities and
obligations.
“In light of the major changes being introduced for the
sector it is vital that all documents published by the
Government are clearly understood. This drafting error
will serve only to dent the confidence of landlords in the
legislation.
“Whilst Ministers are understandably eager not to let
these new measures drift, it would make more sense not
to rush their implementation than face the potential
legal difficulties that will now arise for landlords.”
From RLA

NEW SHADOW MINISTER FOR HOUSING AND PLANNING
Rt Hon John Healey MP
has been appointed as the
new Shadow Housing
and Planning Minister
John was elected to
Parliament in 1997 and is
MP for Wentworth and
Dearne.
His
first
Government role was as
PPS to Gordon Brown as
Chancellor
of
the
Exchequer. He served as Economic and then Financial
Secretary before becoming Minister for Local
Government in 2007, then Minister for Housing in

2009.
In Opposition John retained his brief as Shadow
Minister for Housing, and then became Shadow
Secretary of State for Health for a year before returning
to the backbenches. Before entering Parliament, John
worked with trade unions and charities.
From the BPF

We have emailed Mr Healey to welcome
him to his new post and invited him to
meet with CRLA members should he visit
Cornwall

PROPERTY COMPANY FINED OVER SAFETY BREACHES
The owners of a gated spa resort and luxury flats and
apartments have been handed a £22,500 fine after
admitting to four counts of fire safety breaches.
The failings were uncovered at the property in Torquay,
owned by Latona Luxury Limited, after a fire broke out
last September.
The fire was started after a dispute between occupants,
and a suitcase was placed onto a lit hob, causing a

significant blaze to break out.
Upon arriving at the scene, fire crews discovered the
breaches, including lack of a suitable fire risk
assessment, failure to have working fire detection
systems, failure to have an evacuation plan and having
an insufficient maintenance system.
Prosecuting, David Sapiecha said: "Clearly, there was
(Continued on page 18)
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insufficient maintenance carried out. As it happened,
the fire wasn't significant, but the potential was there.
Nothing was done to protect people from a dangerous
fire. This was a serious breach."
In sentencing, Judge Salomonsen said: “The fire was
not a product of the breach of regulations. The breaches

became apparent as a result of the fire. There was no ill
-will on the part of the company.
“I accept this was not a wilful refusal to undertake
work, but there was a failure to do so.”
From Fire Industry Association

LANDLORD FINED FOR NON-COMPLIANCE ON TENANT DEPOSIT
One, twice and you’re out…Court order highlights the
importance of understanding Tenancy Deposit
Protection
A recent case between a tenant and a landlord in
County Court has highlighted just how important it is
to understand tenancy deposit protection and comply
with the regulations in England and Wales.
Background
The case, which involved two separate court hearings
over two years, was based around failed attempts by the
landlord to reclaim possession using a Section 21 (S21)
notice due to the fact that they had failed to comply
with deposit protection legislation.
Hearing 1 – dismissal of possession for noncompliance
In the first hearing the landlord’s claim for possession
was thrown out because the landlord had not served the
tenant with the Prescribed Information before serving
them a s21 notice, despite inviting the tenant to sign the
Deposit Protection Certificate (DPC) before then
serving the S21. During this hearing it emerged that
the landlord had protected the deposit in June 2013,
despite taking it in June 2011 – so well over the 30
days required. The landlord also eventually issued the
tenant with the Prescribed Information during the
course of the hearing.
Hearing 2 – dismissal of possession for noncompliance, again
In the second hearing the landlord’s second attempt to
regain possession was dismissed because the tenant’s

defence rested on the fact that – as had emerged in the
first hearing – the landlord had protected the deposit
out of time, thus invalidating the use of a S21 notice,
and had not returned the deposit to the tenant.
The landlord argued that he did offer to return the
deposit to the tenant at Hearing 1, but the judge did not
deem it sufficient enough on the grounds that the tenant
did not have the opportunity to take legal advice about
the offer, and that the landlord had subsequently not
attempted to repay the deposit. Or in the judge’s words
the offer… ‘wasn’t equivalent to the money having
been paid within the meaning of the statute’. In this
hearing the tenant also successfully counterclaimed for
a penalty for non-compliance, and was awarded two
times the deposit’s value by the judge.
Lessons learned?
Above all else, that the most important step is to protect
the deposit within the correct timeframes - 30 days in
this case. The landlord’s concession that the tenant
hadn’t paid a deposit and that the agent was to blame
was dismissed, which also shows that judges don’t
view ignorance as an excuse. In fact, the judge’s
decision to impose two times the deposit value as a
penalty was an interesting aspect. The judge noted that
the landlord ‘ought to have known’ about his
responsibility as a well-established and professional
operator, and as there was no dishonesty involved on
his part it didn’t warrant a full sanction of three times
the deposit amount.
From DPS

CORRECTION
Apologies to everyone—the
answers to last month’s quiz
contained an error
The Answer to Question 3 “How much time does a
landlord have to protect a deposit?”
The answer should have been 30 days not 14.

Many thanks to everyone who pointed this out and to
those who pointed out the error was also contained in
the CRLA Tenancy Agreement.
This has been
updated.
Not a good start but I’ll keep trying to do better!
Ruth
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CAMBORNE LANDLADY FINED FOR COLD, DAMP AND MOULDY
HOUSE IN REDRUTH
At Truro Magistrates Court on the 09 September 2015,
Cornwall Council successfully prosecuted landlord
Janet Marlene Carter of Newton Moor Farm, Troon,
Camborne, TR14 9HW for failing to comply with two
Improvement Notices served under Section 11 and 12 of
the Housing Act 2004 for a property she rented out at 39
Lemon Place, East End, Redruth, TR15 1PJ.
Ms Carter, who did not attend the Magistrates Court,
was in her absence fined £3,000 and ordered to pay
costs of £1642.72, a victim surcharge of £120 and a
criminal court charge of £150 making at total of
£4,912.72.
When Cornwall Council’s Private Sector Housing
Team inspected the property earlier this year, the
property was found to be in a very poor condition with
 a collapsed bedroom ceiling as a result of water
leaking through the roof which had allowed damp to
penetrate and wet rot to affect skirting boards;
 large gaps around the frame of the entrance door
and a bedroom window which did not close
properly making the property excessively cold;
 inadequate guarding and handrails and loose treads
and floorboards on the staircase exposing the tenant
to the risk of injury;
 missing fire bricks and gaps in a solid fuel burning
appliance which had the potential to allow smoke

and fumes to escape into the property leaving the
tenant exposed to the health risks connected to
carbon monoxide.
Improvement Notices were served in February 2015 for
the hazards ‘excess cold’, ‘damp and mould growth’,
‘falls on stairs etc.’, and ‘carbon monoxide’ which
required specific works to be completed by 20 April
2015.
When a follow up visit was made on 23 April 2015 to
determine if the works required by the Improvement
Notices had been satisfactorily completed, it was found
that the works in relation to the hazard ‘carbon
monoxide’ had been carried out but no other required
works had been completed for the hazards ‘Excess
Cold’, ‘Damp and Mould Growth’ and ‘Falls on Stairs
etc.’.
Mark Grose, from Cornwall Council’s Private Sector
Housing team said: “In this case the property was being
poorly managed and in such poor condition that it was
putting the health, safety and wellbeing of the occupant
at significant risk of harm. It was apparent that no
maintenance had been completed at the property for
some considerable time and the landlord did not
respond within the required timescales to the
enforcement notices. When landlords fail to manage and
maintain their properties to an acceptable standard and

NOTTINGHAM LANDLORD ADMITS FIRE SAFETY FAILINGS
A landlord and his property company in Nottingham
have admitted to five counts of breaching fire safety
laws.
Mr Robert Singh was accused of putting the lives of the
students to whom he letted out the properties at risk. He
was granted unconditional bail at Nottingham Crown
Court before a further court appearance in November.
The charges included failing to carry out a risk assessment, failing to ensure that the premises had suitable
fire detectors and smoke alarms, and failing to make

sure there was adequate means of escape in the event of
a fire.
Other charges included failing to comply with an enforcement notice and breaching a prohibition notice.
Bernard Thorogood, prosecuting, said: “The failings
were gross, all the more so in light of the defendants’
experience in managing residential properties.
“There was a clear commercial benefit to the premises
opening, and it in fact opened in an unsafe condition.”
From Fire Industry Association

LANDLORD PROSECUTED OVER CARBON MONOXIDE RISK
A mother and her young son were put at risk of
suffering carbon monoxide poisoning for seven years at
their home in Ashton-under-Lyne, a court has heard.
The woman’s landlord, Rent4U Ltd, of Manchester, was
prosecuted by the Health and Safety Executive (HSE)
after an inspection of the gas boiler at her home found it
was in a condition classified as ‘immediately
dangerous’.
Trafford Magistrates’ Court heard that the firm failed to
arrange an annual gas safety check at the terraced house
on Marlborough Street between 2007 and 2014.

The court was told that Rent4U had previously been
served with two Improvement Notices by HSE in 2013
after failing to arrange annual gas safety checks at two
other properties.
Rent4U Ltd, of Christie Way, Christie Fields,
Manchester, was fined £4,000 and ordered to pay
£7,000 in prosecution costs after pleading guilty to two
breaches of the Gas Safety (Installation and Use)
Regulations 1998.
From HSE
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HAVE A FIT UNTIL CHRISTMAS
(SOLAR ADVICE)
The solar PV industry in the UK is under threat.
Following on from the DECC announcement on 27th
August, the Feed in tariff [FIT] consultation paper
states that the current rate of 12.87p per unit of
generated electricity from solar PV will be dropped to
1.67p. This 87% reduction all but destroys any
incentive landlord organisations or individual home
owners would have to proceed with this energy
reducing technology.
A solar PV system consisting of 3kWp will on average
save an individual in excess of £200 per annum from
their electricity bill. Couple this with the Feed in tariff
the system owner would receive means a pay- back
period of circa 7- years from the initial capital outlay.
For Landlords, a fully funded offer is available, where
a 3rd party will provide the capital and in turn receive
the feed in tariff, however, the occupying tenant all
receive the free energy benefit, which makes this a very
attractive opportunity for social landlords to address
their concerns and strategies to alleviate fuel poverty,
which is most prevalent within this demographic. This
proposed change will all but destroy the industry as
financially it doesn't stack up for consumers.
On the basis of the proposed government change to
incentivising this technology, time is running out.
Individuals and landlords need to move fast if they

wish to take advantage of this opportunity and make a
big difference to their energy consumption and energy
efficiency rating of their properties.
AMP Solar (UK) Limited is a 3rd party funder that
specialises in the fully funded delivery of these
schemes to both the individual home owner and Social
Landlords. The 3rd party funding approach is now a
normalised and well understood process from a legal,
finical and consent perspective. Initial concern relating
to a long terms 3rd party interest on a property is now
wholly accepted by the banks (mortgage providers) and
in AMP Solars case, has no negative impact on the
value of the property and does not pose any barriers to
the sale of the property in the future.
If you are a landlord or a home owner and you have
been considering solar PV, do it now as the opportunity
will not be available after 1st January.
If you feel that the occupiers or tenants of any
properties can benefit act promptly.
If you want to find out more about solar & renewable
energy please feel free to contact me personally on
01872553541 or email stan@teeltd.co.uk or you can
visit our website for more specific suggestions.
http://www.teeltd.co.uk
Stan Barlow TEE LTD

HEAT NETWORKS QUIZ

1.

10. What is a District Heat Network?

A communal heat network provides hot water to
more than one client in a building where there are
no shared facilities

The flats in my block all have their own heating
(billed by the utility company to the occupier) but
there is communal heating to the common areas. Do
I need to do anything?

No

9.

2.

I don’t know the required information about my
boiler where do I find this out?

31 December 2015

8.

3.

Heating in my property is provided by electric
heating. What do I need to do?

4.

7.

If you genuinely don’t know this then you can
argue that it is not technically or economically
viable to fit meters and so need not do so.

I have considered the possibilities and decided that I
do not need to install meters. Do I need to do
anything else?

Yes

6.

5.

I have installed apparatus that provides heat to more
than one property. Do I need to register?

You need to register by 31 December 2015 and
then re-assess every four years.

5.

6.

What if I don’t know where the pipes run?

Nothing. You only need to register or consider
installing meters if heating is through hot water.

4.

7.

When is the deadline for registration?

8.

3.

This should be available in the technical
specifications or from the supplier or check out
http://www.ncm-pcdb.org.uk/sap/searchpod.jsp?
id=17

Does my shared facilities accommodation need to
register (bedsit/shared house)

No

2.

9.

What is a Communal Heat Network?

10. This is where one heating source provides hot
water to more than one building.

1.
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LANDLORD SLAPPED WITH FINE AFTER FIRE REVEALS SAFETY
ISSUES
A landlord from Leamington has been handed a £10,744
fine after a fire at a two storey house - split into seven
bedsits - under his ownership revealed a number of fire
safety failings.
After the fire, fire officers discovered the blaze had
broken out in the kitchen, but the doors to the room had
been removed by the landlord Mr Manjit Chima,
leaving the hall, stairs and bedrooms exposed to the fire.
There were also a number of other failings uncovered.
There were no fire escape windows, and the fire alarm
system did not work properly, with no servicing records
provided.
Cllr Peter Phillips, the district council’s housing and
property services portfolio holder, said: “The vast

majority of landlords work well with the council and
provide good quality accommodation.
He added: “Council officers will not hesitate to
prosecute where tenants’ health and safety is put at risk
by landlords blatantly disregarding the law.”
Kenilworth Weekly New s

If you have any queries relating to fire
safety issues speak to Jeff Hick for FREE
advice
Tel: 01872 277256
Email: jeffhick@hotmail.com

LANDLORD FINED FOR GAS SAFETY RECORD FAILINGS
A landlord has been fined for failing to have a valid Gas
Safety Record in place for five tenants of his properties.
Medway Magistrates’ Court heard how as part of a joint
intervention between HSE and Medway Council
Housing Officers in March 2014, statements were taken
from various tenants, of the seven, only one was found
to have a valid Landlord Gas Safety Record in place.

Nitin King, of Bredgar House, Primrose Lane, Bredgar,
Sittingbourne was fined a total of £32,000, and ordered
to pay £4,560 in costs after pleading guilty to 4 charges
of breaches to Regulation 36(3) of the Gas Safety
Installation and Use Regulations 1998.
From HSE

LANDLORD FINED AFTER BEING TAKEN TO COURT OVER STATE OF
PROPERTIES
Dangerous defects’ and other issues with rented
properties will not be ignored, say officials after a
landlord was ordered to pay £8,860 by the courts.
Simon Vivien Bourne was, on Monday, found guilty in
his absence of two charges of failing to comply with
improvement notices served on a property in Tunnard
Street and a second in Windsor Terrace and one of
failing to provide information to Boston Borough

Council.
Boston Magistrates’ Court fined the 49-year-old after
the council found the properties, used as Houses of
Multiple Occupation, had what it described in a
statement as ‘dangerous defects’.
Magistrates fined Bourne, whose address was given to
the court as Tunnard Street, Boston, £2,000 on each of
the failing to comply charges, awarded the council costs
of £4,480.79 and levied a £200 victim
surcharge. No separate penalty was issued
for the charge of failing to provide
information.
Following the hearing Boston Borough
Council’s portfolio holder for housing,
property and community Coun Ben Evans
said: “We have a stated mission to
improve conditions for people living in
properties in the private rented sector, and
will take all necessary steps to get
landlords to comply with improvements
we deem necessary.
“This landlord even failed to attend at
court, but the case was still dealt with.
These issues cannot be ignored. They will
not go away.”
From Boston Standard
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CONTACT DETAILS
Your Directors
Ruth Clarke (Chairman and Facilitator)

(01872) 554498
(Mobile: 07984 250129)
info@ruthclarke.com

Martin Follett (Secretary and Solicitor)
Michelmores LLP
CALL MARTIN FOR FREE LEGAL ADVICE

(01392) 687415
(Mobile: 07816 068 702)
martin.follett@michelmores.com
www.michelmores.com/

Colin MacKenzie (Tenants Reference List queries)

(01326) 378695
seamac38@tiscali.co.uk

Tony Kent (Insurance)

(01872) 262175
anthonyjkent@btinternet.com

Rob Bull

(01409) 221403
febull@tiscali.co.uk

Anne Ball

07971 785092
Anne@davidballestateagents.co.uk

Alan Odgers

(01872) 271435
a_odgers@sky.com

Robert Jones

(01736) 798675
jones.robert27@sky.com

Dave Eddy

01736 795542
david.eddy@btconnect.com

Judith Tresidder

01326 312402

Claire Taylor

(01326) 313785
ctninebar@aol.com

Annett Osborne

(01872) 865586
nettles@wandt.eclipse.co.uk

John Savage (Accountant)

(01872) 271947
johnsavage@total-accounting.co.uk
www.johnsavageaccountancy.co.uk
Consultant

Jeff Hick (Fire Safety Advisor)
CALL JEFF FOR FREE FIRE SAFETY ADVICE

Cornwall Residential Landlords Association
Registered Office:
Rohirrim
Penhallow
Truro
Cornwall TR4 9NB
Company Number: 5363025
Website: www.crla.org.uk
All Enquiries: 01872 554498 or Email: info@ruthclarke.com

(01872) 277256
(Mobile: 07815 854691)
jeffhick@hotmail.com
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DIARY DATES
Thursday 8 October 2015

Meeting of the Directors, Glen Carne Supported Housing, Barkla Shop, Mithian 10am

Tuesday 3 November 2015

General Meeting, New County Hall, Truro 4:30 for 5pm. Speakers Mike Firth, MD of
Reef Water Solutions Limited speaking about landlord responsibilities relating to
Legionella and Martin Follett, CRLA Director and Partner at Michelmores LLP will
take a look at the recent changes in law and practice in the last year

Thursday 10 December 2015 Meeting of the Directors, Glen Carne Supported Housing, Barkla Shop, Mithian 10am
Proposed General Meeting Dates for 2016
Tuesday 5 January 2016

General Meeting,, Trelawney Room New County Hall, Truro 4:30 for 5pm. Speaker
Anthony Ball of Cornwall Council re Central Heating Funding

Tuesday 1 March 2016

General Meeting,, Trelawney Room New County Hall, Truro 4:30 for 5pm. Speaker
Guy Foreman re Electrical Testing

Tuesday 3 May 2016

General Meeting,, Trelawney Room New County Hall, Truro 4:30 for 5pm. Speaker
TBA

Tuesday 5 July 2016

General Meeting,, Trelawney Room New County Hall, Truro 4:30 for 5pm. Speaker
TBA

BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP OF CRLA INCLUDE:
FREE legal advice fr om Mar tin Follett of
Michelmores
01392 687415 or email
martin.follett@michelmores.com

DISCOUNTED cost of r ent books fr om CRLA

FREE Fir e Safety advice fr om Jeff Hick
01872 277256 or email: jeffhick@hotmail.com

DISCOUNTS on online tenant finding fr om
Rentify (www.rentify.com)

FREE Tax Investigation Insur ance Cover
through Bateman

DISCOUNTS on building mater ials with B&Q
Tradepoint

DISCOUNTS on online tenant finding fr om
Rented! (www.rentedonline.co.uk )

FREE Handbook with guidance on all aspects of DISCOUNTS on cleaning ser vices with Taylor
Maids Cornwall
letting
FREE documents downloadable fr om the
members only area of the website
(www.crla.org.uk)

DISCOUNTS on electr ical ser vices fr om Guy
Foreman Electrics

Bi-Monthly meetings at County Hall

DISCOUNTS on Painting and Decor ating fr om
Four Seasons

HELP with tenant r efer encing (contact Ruth
Clarke for forms and/or assistance

DISCOUNTS on Legionella Risk Assessments
from Cornish Energy

DISCOUNTS on mater ials fr om Tr avis Per kins PREFERENTIAL RATES fr om Fir eCr est
Tel: 01209 831417 or website
DISCOUNTS on paint fr om Leyland Paints,
www.extinguisher.com (Please note this is NOT a
Treliske Industrial Estate Truro
discount from FireCrest
ADVANTAGEOUS RATES on insur ance
through Bateman and Boswell)

Contact Ruth Clarke for details of any of the above or visit the CRLA website
www.crla.org.uk

